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academic appointments

2019-2020 Brown University
Postdoctoral Fellow · Watson Institute for International and Public AffairsPostdoctoral

From 2020 McGill University
Assistant Professor of Comparative Political Behavior · Department of Political ScienceAssistant Professor

education

2012-2019 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
PhD in Political Science · September 2019PhD
Fields: Comparative Politics and Quantitative Methods · High Pass General Exams 2014

Thesis title: “Substate Nationalism in the Age of the Nation-state”

2010-2012 Oxford University
Master of Philosophy in Comparative Government · Balliol CollegeMPhil
Thesis title: “Strategic Choice in Anti-Imperial Nationalist Movements: Ireland, India and
Egypt 1904-1914”

2005-2009 Yale University
Double Major in Political Science and Physics · Honors in Political ScienceBachelor of Science

publications

May 2018 State Capacity Redux: Integrating Classical and
Experimental Contributions to an Enduring Debate
Presents a framework that integrates classical and experimental approaches toAnnual Review of

Political Science understanding state capacity within a common theoretical structure based on the diverse
capacity challenges states face with respect to extraction, coordination, and compliance,
while highlighting trends in recent research, as well as relevant differences in opportunities
for and obstacles to empirical work on the subject.
Authors: Elissa Berwick, Fotini Christia

research

Ongoing Substate Nationalism in the Age of the Nation-State
Examines the rise of substate nationalism in the critical cases of Spain and the UnitedDissertation

Project Kingdom, both modern welfare states distinguished by powerful mobilization of substate
identities. Leverages the findings of original survey data, Bayesian hierarchical modeling,
and a year of qualitative fieldwork across three papers, each focusing on a different facet of
the causes and consequences of rising substate nationalism in Europe.

Ongoing Which Side Are You On? Partition and Political Violence
in Ireland 1920-1921

Analysis of the effect of partition on political violence in Ireland based on a quasi-naturalWorking Paper
experiment produced by the circumstances of the 1921 partition of Ireland using an
original dataset of political violence incidents during the Irish War of Independence.

mailto:elissa_berwick@brown.edu
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Summer 2015 Professor Fotini Christia, MIT
Provided research assistance for analysis of experimental data from a local developmentResearch Assistant
project in Afghanistan.

2013, 2014 Professor Kathleen Thelen, MIT
Provided research assistance as Professor Thelen completed a book project on The VarietiesResearch Assistant
of Liberalization and compiled materials for new research on legislative federalism.

software development

Ongoing mdgirt Package

Develops a multidimensional extension of the dynamic group-level IRT model firstR Package
elaborated by Caughey and Warshaw (2015).

2015-2016 cjoint Package

Allows researchers to estimate the causal effects of attributes in conjoint surveyR Package
experiments by implementing the Average Marginal Component-specific Effects (AMCE)
estimator presented in Hainmueller, J., Hopkins, D., and Yamamoto T. (2014).

teaching

Fall 2014 Quantitative Methods III
Worked with Professor Teppei Yamamoto to prepare and grade weekly problem sets andTeaching Assistant
manage materials for graduate class on model-based inference. Topics included
generalized linear models for various data types and their extensions, such as discrete
choice models and multilevel models, from both frequentist and Bayesian perspectives.
Led weekly recitations summarizing lectures and assisted students with problem sets and
final projects.

Fall 2015 Political Science Scope and Methods

Introduced undergraduates to the principles of empirical and theoretical analysis inTeaching Assistant
political science, collaborating with Professor Roger Petersen to prepare materials and
grade assignments. Led weekly discussion-based recitations and assisted students with
formulating and completing a final research design project of their own.

2017-2018 American Public Policy for Washington Interns

Over two-terms, provided undergraduates with the background to select and complete anTeaching Assistant
internship of their choosing in Washington DC. Alongside Professor Charles Stewart,
assisted undergraduates with applying for summer internships in DC over the course of
the spring term, and then on their return in the fall term with formulating and completing
research projects on the US policymaking process, with special attention to policy in
science and technology.

2015-2019 Political Methodology Lab Workshops

Led optional methods workshops for graduate students introducing tools for presentingWorkshop Leader
and conducting research. Workshops cover LATEX tools such as Beamer and Knitr, useful R
packages including dplyr and ggplot, and an overview of the unix file system and how to
access remote computational resources

experience

2010 Staff Assistant, House of Representatives Committee on

Science and Technology

As a Staff Assistant for the Subcommittee on Space and Aeronautics, researched and wroteHouse of
Representatives
Committee Staff

memos on issues in space policy, including human spaceflight and astrophysics. Attended
and reported to Committee staff on policy and budgetary briefings by various agencies.
Prepared background materials for and assisted in the running of all Committee hearings.

presentations
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Boston 2018 · San Francisco 2017 · Philadelphia 2016APSA

Provo, UT 2018Polmeth

Chicago 2018 · Chicago 2015MPSA

awards and grants

Ithiel de Sola Pool Award for Outstanding First Year Student2013

Dissertation Completion Fellowship, Harvard Center for European Studies2018-2019

Krupp Research Fellowship2016-2017

MIT Center for International Studies Summer Study Grant2015, 2016

other information

Advanced · R, LATEX, Emacs, ExcelComputer Skills

Intermediate · Unix, Python

Basic · C++, Stata, SPSS, Mathematica

English · NativeLanguages

Spanish · Proficient on a professional level in both oral and written.

Catalan · Rudimentary.

Harvard Center for European Studies · 2018-2019Affiliations

MIT Political Methodology Lab · 2016-2019

references

Please contact Graduate Administrator’s Assistant Diana Gallagher at dsgall@mit.edu for
recommendation letters from the following references.

Kathleen Thelen · Professor of Political Science · kthelen@mit.eduCommittee Chair

Devin Caughey · Associate Professor of Political Science · caughey@mit.eduThesis Committee

Fotini Christia · Professor of Political Science · cfotini@mit.eduThesis Committee

Roger Petersen · Professor of Political Science · rpeters@mit.eduThesis Committee

Teppei Yamamoto · Associate Professor of Political Science · teppei@mit.eduTeaching Reference
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